
 

Fairy Tale ‘Parts of Speech’ Game 

How to Play: 
 

• Each player is given a Game Board.  

 

• Word Cards are shuffled and placed face down. 
 

• A Word Card is chosen from the pile. 
 

• Players decide if the selected card is a noun, verb or adjective. 
 

• If a noun, each player can place a counter on one of the ‘noun’ tiles 

on their game board. If a verb, each player can place a counter on 

one of their ‘verb’ tiles. If an adjective, each player can place a 

counter on one of their ‘adjective’ tiles. 
 

• Take another Word Card from the pile and repeat. 
 

• The first player with four counters in a row is the winner! 

 

  



 

GamE BOard 

A noun identifies a person, place, animal or thing. 

 

A verb describes an action. 

 

An adjective is a word that describes a noun. 

 

 

adjective noun noun adjective 

adjective noun adjective noun 

verb verb noun adjective 

verb adjective verb verb 

  

 

dragon 

fly 

scary 



 

GamE BOard 

A noun identifies a person, place, animal or thing. 

 

A verb describes an action. 

 

An adjective is a word that describes a noun. 

  

 

adjective noun noun adjective 

adjective noun adjective noun 

verb verb noun adjective 

verb adjective verb verb 

  

 

fountain 

ride 

magical 



 

GamE BOard 

A noun identifies a person, place, animal or thing. 

 

A verb describes an action. 

 

An adjective is a word that describes a noun. 

 

 

adjective noun noun adjective 

adjective noun adjective noun 

verb verb noun adjective 

verb adjective verb verb 

  

 

toadstool 

hop 

tiny 



 

GamE BOard 

A noun identifies a person, place, animal or thing. 

 

A verb describes an action. 

 

An adjective is a word that describes a noun. 

 

 

adjective noun noun adjective 

adjective noun adjective noun 

verb verb noun adjective 

verb adjective verb verb 

  

 

bat 

cook 

ugly 



 

Word Cards Nouns Sheet 

cauldron potion prince 

toadstool broomstick dragon 

sword dwarf crown 

spell princess bat 

king fairy kingdom 

shield frog witch 

castle hero wings 

cottage lake queen 

 

 



 

Word Cards Verbs Sheet 

fly hop fight 

laugh climb wander 

sing cry shout 

talk follow help 

kiss ride dance 

knock build whisper 

hold shout rub 

tip toe marry escape 

 



 

Word Cards Adjectives Sheet 

beautiful special scary 

magical friendly pink 

ugly mad black 

angry disgusting haunted 

wicked tiny green 

tall clever handsome 

brilliant naughty dirty 

old enormous kind 

 


